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- 
tAnswer any lrg setr*rnE*,ouo*'n* questionsl

r(a). construct the matrix 
^ 

= [l i 
?] . *n.,* form and find its rank 2

lt-3i s-8i\

l(b). Define Hermitian matrix with example lf A =l -3 3 - 7i l' then find the 3

Hermitian matrix 1fl.
1(c). Define Inverse matrix Solve the following linear system by using matrix inversion

method:
x+2Y+32=l
x +3Y +62 =3

2x+6Y+l3z=4

2(a)'stateCayleyHamilton,stheorem.VerifyCayleyHamilton,stheoremforthematrix
o=(l 2\
" \3 4t'

21b). Dete#ine ihe Characteristic polynomial, Eigen values and Eigen vector for the

,, ,).
following rnatrix o - 

l, O,

t1 231
3(a). lleduce e =lZ Z 4 | to normal lorm and find its rank.

[:szj
3(b). If I = (i ,, then prove that its Diagonalization is D = P-lA P' where P is its

Eigen vector matrix

3(c). provethatA = (:ii:. sina) 
is onhosonal.

cosd)

Part - B
[Answer any @gg sets from the following questions]

Determine i and I by using vectors, such that the points (-1' 3' 2)' (-4'2'-Z) and

(5,,1, p ) lie on a straight line.

iputiii" .or.t ulon! a curve whose parametric equations are x = e t' y = 2cos3t'

z = 2sin3t, where t is the time.

i. Determine its velocity and acceleration at any time'

ii. Find the magnitudes ofthe velocity and acceleration at t = 0'

1

4

4(a).

4(b).
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4(c). Show that the vectorsZi- j + k,i - 3j - Slc and 3i- 4i - 4ft form the sidesofa
right angled-triangle.

5(a). tf 4= {3x2 + 6y)i-14yzj +20xz2k,evaluar- [c A,dr from (0, 0, 0) to (1,

1, 1) along the following paths C.

i. x=t,y=t2,2=t3.
ii. The straight line from (0,0,0) to (1,0j0), then to (1, 1,0), and then to (1,

1, 1).
iii, The straight linejoining (0,0,0) and (1, 1, 1).

5(b). Explain the physical significance of Gradient, Divergence and Curl. Determine the

constant a so that the vector V = (x+ 3y)i + {y -Zz)j+ (x* az)k be solenoidal .

5(c). Compute {" F.dr,where F= ffi and C; ' "2.'-.'2 - 1 +r^''

counter clockwise.

6(a). State Green's theorem. Verif, Groen's theorem in the plane for $" (xl + 12) dx +
xz dy wherec'-,, -""d r"..- .^ionboundedbyy=y r,-t 1

6(b). By using Stok,

s is the srrr^'
" JS \' '/

.,"' z - ! - xz - y2, z > 0,n isthe unitnormal tot,.e

" . cylindrical coordin"l' system is orthot'nn'l'

7(a). A fluid motion is given by V = (x + 2y + a i+ \ux-3v-z)j + (4x+c' 'For
what value of a h, c, will the motior'

7(b), Apply the Di ce theorem to (

cylinder x2 *y'- a2 bounded by t,," l,iancs z = 0, z = b and whereu=ix-iy*
le.

7(c). IfA = (xzy)i - Zyzj + Zyzk , evahate cl.trl cutl A.

is the surface of the
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